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Processing Phenomena and The Dissociation between
Sublective and Oblective Workload Measures

Workload measurement is one of the critical issues in
engineering psychology. In many high performance man-machine
systems the decision of whether or not to add, or how to
configure, a potential subsystem is guided by the estimation of
how much "workload" that subsystem would inflict on the operator.
For example, the question of excessive workload was recently one
reason for the recommended elimination of a nearly five billion
dollar missile program ("Maverick Production Opposed by GAO,"
1982).

Despite the importance and common usage of the workload
concept there is no recognized definition of workload. This
unsatisfying state of affairs may be at least partly due to the
fact that workload is commonly considered to be multidimenstional
(Johanssen, Moray, Pew, Rasmussen, & Wickens, 1979) and has
generated a large variety of measurement methods. Each technique
tends to make its own assumptions about the nature of workload,
enjoy certain strengths, and suffer from certain weaknesses. The
two most common workload assessments techniques are subjective
assessments and objective (i.e., performance based) assessments.

Subjective assessment is the use of operator's opinion of

how much workload he/she "feels" is being induced by performing a
task. In practice the technique may consist of using only a few
general non-standardized questions (e.g., "How difficult was
that?") or may use more quantitative rating scales, such as the
Cooper-Harper scale for aircraft handling qualities (Cooper &
Harper, 1969). Subjective ratings are the most popular assessment
methods. There are a number of reasons for this: First, the
unintrusiveness of the technique is a distinct advantage. There
are two major aspects to subjective assessments' lack of
intrusiveness: (1) since they are usually collected
retrospectively, rather than during action, they do not interfere
with the operator's perception of the task environment, and (2)
since they do not usually involve any recording concurrent with
performance there is no need to interface recording equipment in
what is often a crowded machine environment (e.g., single-seat
aircraft cockpits). Second, the fact that subjective assessment
requires no sophisticated recording equipment makes it a very
economical procedure to use, in both time and money. Third,
subjective assessments have a great deal of face validity. This
is especially true to the operators themselves. The man on the
spot is expected to best know the situation.

The second major category of workload assessment methods are
the objective techniques. In this category are all techniques
which are based on the observation of operators' performance. The
most commonly used objective assessment technique is the spare
mental capacity technique. The spare mental capacity technique
usually incorporates a secondary task to be time-shared with the
task being studied (primary task). The assumption is that
performance on the secondary task will reflect the workload of the
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primary task with lower workload being associated with better
secondary task performance. After subjective ratings the
secondary task technique is the most popular workload assessment
method (Shingledecker, 1980). Objective measures are based on
logical extrapolation from contemporary attentional theories and
involve observable performance data which can be readily
quantified. These factors make objective measures attractive to
many potential users.

The overall emerging picture is that workload is an effect
of increasing task demands that is estimated by changes in
operator feelings or performance. In its simplest conception this
idea would predict that increases in task demands should result in
similar effects among the different categories of assessment
techniques. There have been a number of cases in which two or
more methods have been compared and this claim has been supported
(e.g., Higgins, 1979; Bird, 1981).

But, recently there have also been a disconcerting number of
cases in which the different methods have been found to indicate
different levels of workload or, in other words, to "dissociate"
from each other. Eggemeier, Crabtree, Zingg, Reid, and
Shingledecker (1982) found that subjective ratings were more
sensitive than objective error data to difficulty manipulations of
a short term memory task, especially at low levels of task
difficulty. Wickens and Yeh (1982) demonstrated three ways
subjective and objective measures dissociate: (1) subjective
measures are relatively more sensitive to increasing the number of
concurrent tasks, (2) objective measures are relatively more

4sensitive to resource competition, and (3) increasing control
order of a tracking task had a relatively greater effect on
subjective ratings. Perhaps the most complete demonstration of
dissociation are the findings of Nilliam Derrick's Ph.D.
dissertation research (reported in Derrick, 1981; Wickens &
Derrick, 1981). The research used representative measures from
all three categories and found two major classes of dissociation:
(1) subjective measures were found to be relatively more sensitive
to the addition of tasks to be time-shared, whereas objective
measures were relatively more sensitive to increasing single-task
difficulty, and (2) subjective and objective measures were
relatively more sensitive to resource competition between
concurrent tasks, whereas a physiological measure, heart rate
arrythmia, was relatively more sensitive to total resource demand.

The unfortunate, but common, reaction when such
dissociations occur is to question one or more of the involved
measures, especially the subjective measure. Perhaps as a
postbehavioristic legacy there remains a tendency of
psychologically-trained individuals to distrust or deride the
value of what amounts to a form of introspective data. After all,
the prime purpose of Human Factors work is to improve the
performance of systems. If subjective ratings are not sensitive
to factors that influence performance or are sensitive to factors
that do not, then their utility to aid in reaching this goal may
seem questionable.

A2 . . . . . .
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However, it can be argued that as long as the different
measures of workload are lawfully related to some aspect(s) of
workload, then all can be productively employed by the human
factors practitioner. This point of view leads to research
explicitly concerned with investigating the dissociation between
subjective ratings and observed performance. There are two
reasons for this choice of concentration: First, subjective and
objective measures are commonly used by applied personnel to make
important desisions regarding man-machine system design. Clearly
understanding the causes of dissociations between these measures
should increase the validity of this work. Second, relevant
theoretical concepts already exist concerning the relationship
between the cognitive processes generating performance and those
responsible for verbal reports, but are untested in the workload
domain.

This state of affairs encourages a dissociation research
*strategy based on exploration of the theoretical cognitive

processes which underlie subjective and objective workload
measures, specifying in what ways they differ and determining
where in practice these differences could result in a
dissociation. Put another way, the goal is to link observed
dissociations to theoretical cognitive processing phenomena. This
can be referred to as a "processing-characteristic" approach.

So far, the dominant research approach in subjective
workload assessment has been to attempt to catalog those aspects
of task difficulty to which operator's subjective assessments are
sensitive. This can be referred to as the "task-characteristic"
approach. For example, Newerinke and Suit (1974) used the
Cooper-Harper scale and derivatives of it to test the relationship
of subjective workload assessment to a manual control task of
varying degrees of difficulty. Newerinke and Smit (1974)
concluded that the increases in subjective ratings were consistent
with the objective estimate of the "control effort" predicted by
the optimal control model. Higgins (1979) demonstrated a close
relationship between force required to manipulate controls and the
subjective difficulty of task performance in a flight simulator.
Borg (1978) summarized a number of studies from his lab which

46 suggested that subjective workload is related to the number of
alternatives, insufficient data, uncertainty, inadequate feedback,
time pressure, and perceived probability of failure.

All of these experiments and many more like them provide
what could be important bits of information, IF interest centers
in the same or very similar tasks. But finding a study, or
combination of studies, to predict the reaction of subjective
assessments in response to task demands for a novel task is
difficult or impossible.

In contrast, the processing-characteristic approach suggests
that changes in subjective assessments of difficulty should be
linked to the properties of the theoretical cognitive processing
associated with task performance. The expectation is that results
based on these processing phenomena will transfer from studied to
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novel task situations better than results based strictly upon
objective task characteristics. Obviously, the technique is
highly dependent upon the validity of the theoretical processing
phenomena being examined. To be useful, processing phenomena
being studied for its relevance to subjective workload assessment
must be both well validated and generalizable.

For example, research by William Derrick (Derrick, 1981;
Wickens & Derrick, 1981) can be considered a
processing-characteristic study. Derrick explicitly selected
tasks to manipulate the "resource competition" between
combinations of tasks as predicted by the Wickens (1980) multiple
resources model. Competition for resources is a hypothetical
cognitive event which can generalize relatively easily to many
real world situations that are considerably different from the
ones studied in the experiment.

Of particular importance to processing-characteristic
research is whether there is a difference between the cognitive
processing responsible for objective performance and the
processing responsible for verbal reports of the state of the
processing system during performance. The existence and
implications of such differences has been a topic of some interest
to researchers completely outside the workload assessment area.

Verbal Reports as Data

For many years the value of verbal reports as psychological
data has been debated. A classic confrontation occurred in the
early part of this century with Watson's (1913) critique of
analytic introspection as practiced by the St~ucturalist school
(e.g., Titchner, 1912). However, even the champion of behaviorism
found verbal reports, in the form of think-aloud protocols, an
acceptable tool for some studies (Watson, 1920).

A modern resurgence of this debate started with a very
discouraging analysis of verbal report utility by Nisbett and
Wilson (1977). Nisbett and Wilson argued that "when people
attempt to report on their cognitive processes. . . they do not do
so on the basis of any true introspection. Instead, their reports
are based on a priori, implicit causal theories, or Judgments" (p.
231). Extended to the question of workload assessment, this would
suggest that individuals asked to assess the workload generated by
performing a task would do so on the basis of ah a priori analysis
of that task's difficulty rather than on the basis of any feelings
of comfort or overload engendered concurrently with that task's
performance.

However, a strong challenge to the Nisbett and Wilson
position was advanced by Ericsson and Simon (1980). Ericsson and
Simon (1980) adopt an information processing approach in which
they analyze the processes responsible for generating verbal
reports and how they relate to those processes which are
responsible for performance. It is a rich information processing
model they use, with one especially interesting aspect essential
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for the present discussion; Ericsson and Simon (1980) suggest
that:

The important hypothesis for us is that due to the limited
capacity of STM, only the most recently heeded information is
accessible directly. However, a portion of the contents of
STH are fixated in LTM before being lost from STM . . . We
assume that any verbalization or verbal report of the
cognitive process would have to be based on a subset of the
information in these memories. (p. 223)

Translating this into more general terms, it can be asserted that
the only processing events available to verbal report and
therefore able to influence subjective workload assessments are
those which are conscious or phenomenal and are either recent
events that haven't been displaced from consciousness or are
events which were successfully transferred to the more durable LTM
storage.

Both the Nisbett and Wilson (1977) and the Ericsson and
Simon (1980) viewpoints would agree that subjects' subjective
assessments of workload may be based on what can be called a
"logical" analysis. That is, assessments that are based on
external analysis of the task characteristics, rather than on the
subjective experience of performing the task. But, Nisbett and
Wilson would argue that this is always the case since their model
is predicated on the assumption that the important mental
processess are unconscious, while Ericsson and Simon argue that at
least some mental processes, particularly those in STM, are
accessible to conscious verbal reports and that with proper
methodology useful information can be gained., This would suggest
that the accuracy of subjective workload assessments in predicting
performance will vary with the nature of the cognitive processing
involved in the performance being assessed.

Causes of Dissociation

Combining the Ericsson and Simon (1980) model of verbal
reports and the problem of observed dissociations between
subjective and objective workload measures le&ds to some
potentially important insights. First, consider the potential
effects of automaticity in task performance on subjective workload
assessments. In complex real-world tasks, the overall performance
is the result of a combination of numerous processes, some of
which are automated and some of which are consciously controlled.
What are the implications of mixing such phenomenally distinct
processes to the dissociation of subjective and objective workload
assessments? Certainly, if automatic processes typically have
poor phenomenal representation, then it would be expected that
their impact on subjective ratings of workload would be less
accurate than conscious resource-limited processes in which
effort, a very phenomenal component of performance, is a prime
determinate of performance quality.
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An experiment was performed to test this hypothesis. A
modified Sternberg task was chosen as the task in which to
manipulate automaticity. Manipulating the consistency with which
items that can serve as targets can also serve as distractors in
such a visual search paradigm has been demonstrated to greatly
influence the development of automaticity in the performance of
the task. Each subject had one set of stimuli which were
consistently mapped; that is, stimuli which can serve as targets
on some trials cannot occur as distractors on trials for which
they are not targets. In this situation the subject's performance
is expected to become, with practice, automated. For each subject
another set of stimuli was used in a varied mapped procedure in
which a letter which is a target on some trials is also likely to
appear often as a distractor on trials for which it is not a
target. In this situation automaticity will not develop. A
number of other factors were manipulated along with consistency
that were expected to aid in the evaluation of dissociations
between workload measures.

The difficulty of the visual search task was manipulated in
two ways in addition to the consistency manipulation: (1)
perceptual loading, and (2) rate-changing. Perceptual loading of
the visual search task was accomplished by covering the stimulus
display area of the CRT with a cross-hatching of lines.
Rate-changing the search task was accomplished by doubling the
time between presentations and halving the number of test frames
in a trial (therefore, this condition can also be referred to as
the "slow* condition). Using such manipulations of task
conditions was expected to provide a variety of effects in the
performance and the subjective workload ratings of both the
consistently mapped and the varied mapped search tasks.

Number of tasks to be performed was also manipulated. On
half the test trials the visual search task time-shared with a
manual-control tracking task. Despite the added complexity, there
were three important reasons for including the tracking in this
experiment. First, the tracking provided insurance against the
possibility of ceiling effects in the varied-mapped, non-automated
visual search. Second, the tracking should increase the challenge
and make the trials more intrinsically motivating. Third, the
tracking is similar to the manual control required in most
vehicular control situations and thus increases the face validity
of the experiment.

Finally, level of motivation was manipulated by offering
payoffs for "good" performance on some of the test trials. "Good"

4performance was adjusted for each subject to an above average, but
- not impossible, level of performance in order to provide extra

incentive. In dual-task trials the algorithm for determining
payoffs was varied to influence the subject's priorities, either
toward the search task or away from the search task (i.e., towards
the tracking task).

This combination of tasks was expected to produce
dissociations between subjective workload assessments and observed

................."."" " " "" " ""'" """"
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performance. These dissociations can then be tied to the type of
cognitive processing which produced them. Previous research
(e.g., Wickens & Yeh, 1982) has demonstrated dissociations related
to single-task/dual-task manipulations. In this experiment the
effects of a variety of processing phenomena were examined in the
single-task versus dual-task paradigm. The effect of automaticity
is a particularly interesting and important question. If the
assumption that automatic processes are essentially unconscious
when in operation and therefore of no value in guiding verbal
reports is correct then the subjects' workload assessments should
be relatively inaccurate in the consistently mapped Sternberg.

The effect of bonus induced motivation and biasing on
workload ratings and dissociations is an open question. Wickens
and Yeh (1983) have suggested that increased motivation will
improve performance and increase workload ratings. The
single-task bonus/no-bonus manipulation in both the Sternberg and
tracking tasks should provide tests of this. The effect of
dual-task biasing on ratings and dissociations is a somewhat
different question than in the single-task case and does not
really relate to Wickens and Yeh's predictions. However, the
effects of dual-task biasing on performance has been investigated
often and an examination of its effects on subjective workload
assessments is overdue.

The use of the perceptual-loading and the rate-changing
manipulations was primarily a means of obtaining different levels
of difficulty for the Sternberg task. Both manipulations have
been demonstrated to affect Sternberg performance. Plus, the
rate-change manipulation has been demonstrated to have profound
effects on rating scales of the type used in this study (Hauser,
Childress, & Hart, 1982).

Overall, the interaction of these variables should produce a
useful data set for investigating some causes of dissociations
between subjective workload assessments and objective performance.

Sublects

Forty students of the University of Illinois were run in the
experiment. Fifteen of the subjects were ale, 25 were female.

Subjects were seated in s light nd sound attenuated
chamber. Both tasks were imp- sfnt" in a PDP-11/40 computer.
The computer was interfaced to a 10 .5 a 8 ca CRT display via a
Hewlett-Packard 1300 Graphics Display Interface. The display was
about 90 cm in front of the subject and slightly below eye level.
The subject's responses for the search task were accomplished
through a three button control panel afflxed to the right armrest
of the chair. The buttons were pressed by the first three
fingers of the subject's right ho. The buttons were 1 cm x 1 cm



square with the center button slightly offset in a forward
direction. The subject's input for the manual control tracking
task was via a MSI 521 joystick affixed to the left armrest of the
chair. Subjects and the experimenter communicated through
headphone and microphones.

Procedure

The typical subject started with two training sessions
emphasizing the Sternberg task. Each Sternberg task trial,
whether consistently or varied mapped, started by identifying the
two target items followed by a set of probe displays. Each probe
display consisted of two stimulus items presented in side by side
boxes slightly below the center of the CRT screen. The visual
display is portrayed in Figure 1. The letter search probe display
portion consists of the boxes with the letters "Y" and "N." The
subjects task consisted of indicating, as quickly as possible, the
location of the target, either in the left or the right box.
Twenty percent of the probe displays did not contain a target at
all. On these probe displays the subject's task was to press the
third button to indicate no target was present. Either target
position or no target was indicated by pressing the appropriate
button on the right keyboard. Each type of target/distractor
mapping had a unique set of stimuli letters associated with it.
For the consistent mapping condition the target letters were
always "A" and "N" and the distractors were always "K," "S," "V,"
and "J." For the varied mapping condition the stimulus letters
were "B,-- "C," "0, ... 9E," "V," and "I." On any inconsistently
mapped trial any two letters of the stimulus set could be the
targets with the remaining four as the distractors.

On standard condition trials stimuli would appear in the two
display boxes approximately every 1.5 seconds. Each trial
consisted of 32 target-present trials and 8 no-target trials, The
perceptual loading was accomplished by placing a cross-hatching of
lines over the two search task display boxes. Rate-changing was
accomplished by halving the number of probe displays to 20 (16
target-present, and 4 no-target) and doubling the ISI (i.e.,
increasing it to an average of 3.0 seconds). These manipulations
were combined non-orthogonally with the consistent vs. varied
manipulation, resulting in six single task search configurations.

The second task was a two-dimensional compensatory tracking
task with velocity dynamics on the control stick and the display
driven by a random forcing function with an upper cutoff frequency
of .32 Hz. The display is illustrated in Figure 1. The crosshair
was the target for the tracking task and the schematic aircraft
was the cursor. The inner box indicates the extent of the space
In which the cursor plane can "fly."

The first training session consisted of 18 practice trials
of the consistently mapped search task with as many varied mapped
search trials and single-task tracking trials as time permitted.
Three of the trials were dual-task (i.e., both tasks were
performed concurrently). At least two trials, but no more than
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Figure 1. D~ual-task display as seen on subject's CR*
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three, of each of the Sternberg difficulty manipulations were
included. The second training session consisted of 10
consistently mapped search trials and as many varied mapped search
trials and tracking trials as was necessary to stabilize
performance. Single-task Lracking root mean square (RMS) error
had to be below .120 before performance was considered stabilized.
Five trials were dual-task practice trials. One single-task and
one dual-task trial was performed with each of the Sternberg
difficulty manipulations. The last five or six trials of this
session included collecting subjective assessments in order to
familiarize subjects with the use of the scales. Each subject had
between 800 and 900 opportunities to search for the consistent
mapping targets before starting the test session.

The final session was the test session, in which each
subject performed each single task configuration twice (once with
payoffs available, once without), followed by 12 dual task trials.
In these dual task trials payoffs were always available. But each
dual-task configuration was run twice, once with a payoff strategy

," designed to favor the tracking and once with a payoff strategy
designed to favor the search task. This means the total
experimental block contained 26 trial types: 12 single-task
Sternberg trials, 2 single-task tracking trials, and 12 dual-task
trials.

During the test session each subject performed all 26 trial
configurations once. All subjects performed the 14 single-task
conditions prior to the 12 dual-task. Subjects in both groups
received the 12 dual-task trials in random order.

The payoff criterion was adjusted for each subject as a
function of their performance in the training trials. For each
single task search task trial the subject was required to at least
match their best percent accuracy score and improve upon their

" best RT score. In the single task tracking task they were
required to beat their best overall RMS error score to earn the
bonus. In the dual-task trials the pro-search task criterion was
the same as the single task search task criterion with the
addition that the subject at least be within .050 of their best
training single task tracking overall RMS error score. In the
pro-tracking conditions, the subject received the bonus for
matching or beating their best single task overall RMS error score
while coming at least within 10% accuracy and .10 second of their
best single task search task score. Each bonus was worth 25
cents.

Following each trial on the test day the subject responded
to a set of eight bipolar rating scales. The scales were a
selection from Hauser, Childress, and Hart (1982) designed to test
a variety of aspects of the subjective experience. The eight
scales with their bipolar descriptors were: Overall Workload
(very low, very high), Task Difficulty (very easy, very hard),
Performance (very poor, very good), Mental/Sensory Effort (very
low, very high), Response Load (very low, very high), Time
Pressure (none, very rushed), Stress Level (relaxed, very tense),

o *° * . * . * * . - • ° .. .* -. - - • . . -4 . ° .. .
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and Incentive (very low, very important). Within this list there
are two major categories of scale types: global and specific. The
global scales (i.e., Overall Workload, Task Difficulty, and
Performance) ask subjects to evaluate a number of attributes
simultaneously. The specific scales (i.e., Mental/Sensory Effort,
Response Load, Time Pressure, Stress Level, and Incentive) attempt
to isolate certain aspects of the situation. Subjects were
provided with a sheet of scale definitions to emphasize the
differences between scales. These scales were selected because

*they have proven to be useful in previous research and are typical
*' of the types of scales used by applied workers. Also, the

relative usefulness of the global and specific scales is an
important question.

The subjects' scale ratings were collected via the computer.
Following each trial the computer would display the eight scales
in sequence. Each display contained a scale title, a horizonal
line with 14 slots marked on it, and the two endpoint descriptors.
Above the line was a diamond shaped pointer. The subjects used
the joy-stick to move the pointer to the appropriate slot on the

*. horizonal line to indicate their ratings. The subjects then
pulled the joy-stick's trigger and the computer would record the
response and move on to the next scale, until all eight scales had
been rated. The order the scales were presented in and the
orientation of the endpoint descriptors were randomized.

In addition to the subjective ratings, each trial produced a
variety of performance-based dependent measures. For the search
task, accuracy and reaction time was averaged by probe types. For
the manual control task, RMS error was averaged both over the
whole trial and over the segments of time between a searc'. splay
onset and the subject's response. These two classes of tracking
measures will be referred to as overall or momentary RMS error.

.. Results

There were two major forms of data collected in this
experiment: performance scores and subjective assessments.

. Ultimately, it is the relationship between these two classes of
data which will be of primary interest in evaluating the
experimental hypotheses. However, prior to examining this
relationship it is necessary to first examine each independently.
First, a review of the performance effects is in order. Testing
the experimental hypotheses requires that the Sternberg
consistency and difficulty manipulation were successful in

* producing the expected performance effects. Then, the ratings
*' data will be studied. Two aspects of the data will be emphasized:

changes in ratings over varying task conditions, and relationships
between rating scales. Finally, the relationship between the

• 'performance effects and the subjective assessments will be
examined for dissociations.

4o"
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Performance Analysis

In the Sternberg task, whether consistently mapped or varied
mapped, there are five distinct classes of responses possible.
Assuming that there is a target letter present in the display the
subject can: (1) correctly identify the target's position, (2)
indicate the wrong position, or (3) fail to identify that there is
a target at all and respond with the "no" button. These three
response classes will be referred to as positive identifications,
position errors, and misses. If, on the other hand, there is no
target present in the probe display there are two types of
responses the subject can make; a correct rejection, or a false
alarm. Performance differences between the consistently mapped
and the varied mapped trials across these classes of responses
should provide a rich test of the presence and nature of
automaticity of the consistently mapped trials.

Sternberg Latency Analysis. The correct response data was
*subjected to a pair of five-way ANOVAs. The five variables were:

(1) number of task(s) (i.e., single-task or dual-task), (2)
consistency (consistently mapped stimuli or varied mapped
stimuli), (3) type of probe (target present or target absent), (4)
pay, and (5) manipulation. The manipulation variable can refer to
either the perceptual loading manipulation or the rate-changing

* manipulation. Since a non-orthogonal research design was used in
* the experiment, the separate analysis of each manipulation aids

both the analysis and the interpretation of the data. The pay
variable refers to the bonus manipulation: bonus availability in
single-task trials and task bias in dual-task trials. This
distinction must be considered when interpreting any effects
involving the pay variable.

In the perceptual load analysis there were significant main
effects for all five variables. Subjects were, on the average, 63
msec quicker in the single-task conditions, (E (1, 39) = 104.7, 2
( .0001). Responses in consistently mapped trials were also 60
msec faster than responses in varied mapped trials (E (1, 39) =
321.5, p ( .0001). Perceptual-loading caused a 29 msec slowing in
response time (F (1, 39) = 46.9, p ( .0001). Pay exerted a
significant influence on performance (F (1, 39) = 85.8, R

-. 0001). And finally, positive identifications averaged 483 msec
versus 619 masec for the correct rejections (F (1, 39) = 756.5, R

-. 0001).

N Two interactions were detected. The effect of the pay
K. variable interacted with the number of tasks to be performed (F

(1, 39) a 74.6, R < .0001). In single-task trials offering the
bonus only improved performance by 3 msec (519 vs. 522 msec) while
in the dual-task trials shifting the bias from the Sternberg task
to the tracking task caused a 98 msec increase (i.e., from 533
maec to 631 msec). The consistency manipulation interacted with
the type of probe (E (1, 39) = 64.8, p < .0001). Moving from the
target present condition to the no-target condition increased the

consistent mapping advantage. There were no other significant
interactions in this analysis. The perceptual-loading
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manipulation did not significantly interact with any other
variable.

For the rate-changing manipulation the effects were much the
same. Single-task responses were 58 msec faster than dual-task
trials (E (1, 39) = 96.1, R ( .0001). Responses in the
consistently mapped trials averaged 510 msec while responses in
the varied mapped trials took 65 msec longer (F (1, 39) = 196.9, R
< .0001). The rate-changing manipulation slowed reaction times
from the 537 msec average in the standard condition to 549 msec in
the rate-changed condition (F (1, 39) = 18.2, R < .0001). Pay
again exerted a significant effect (F (1, 39) = 55.0, R < .0001).
Positive identifications took only 473 msec compared to the 612
msec required for a correct rejection (F (1, 39) = 902.0, R <
.0001).

Time-sharing Sternberg performance with tracking produced a
*smaller decrement in the rate-changed condition than in the

standard condition (49 vs. 65 msec; F (1, 39) = 7.2, R < .05).
Once again, the presence of a bonus in the single-task condition

*produced only a modest improvement in response time (511 msec vs.
517 masec), whereas changing the bias from the tracking to the

*Sternberg task in dual-task conditions caused a much more
*pronounced improvement (617 msec vs. 525,msec; E (1, 39) = 95.2, p

( .0001). The interaction between consistency and type of
response was again significant (F (1, 39) = 39.1, p ( .0001).
Type of response had less of an effect on performance in the
consistent condition. There were no other significant
interactions in this analysis.

Sternber Error Analysis. The proportions for each of the
three error types (i.e., position error, miss, and false alarm)
were calculated for each trial. These estimates of error
probabilities were used in a pair of five-way ANOVAs comparable to
those discussed in the last section. The only difference is that
in this error analysis "type of error" is substituted for the
variable "type of probe." Type of error has three levels
corresponding to the three classes of possible errors.

The perceptual loading analysis identified two significant
main effects: consistency (T (1, 39) = 88.0, R < .0001) and type
of error (E (1, 39) = 128.1, R ( .0001). Subjects were much less
likely to commit an error in the consistently mapped trials (.018
vs. .042 for the varied mapped trials). Error likelihood was very
close for the position errors (.015) and misses (.009), but much
higher for the false alarms (.066).

Consistency and type of error also interacted with each
other (E (2, 78) a 52.0, R ( .0001). The consistent and
inconsistent conditions are relatively close in error probability
on target present trials, although the consistent condition had
fewer errors. However, there is a large difference in performance
on target absent trials. Subjects are much more likely to commit
a false alarm in the varied mapped condition than in the
consistently mapped condition.
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In the analysis of the rate-changing manipulation the main
effects directly paralleled those found in the previous analysis.
Consistency and type of error were the only significant main
effects (E (1, 39) = 43.1, R ( .0001 and F (2, 78) = 61.6, P (
.0001, respectively). The error probability on consistent trials
was .019 while on varied trials it over doubled to .039. The
error probabilities for the three types of errors were: .015 for
position errors, .010 for misses, and .062 for false alarms.

There was an interaction between consistency and type of
error (F (1, 39) = 19.9, R ( .0001). This interaction is
identical in form to the same interaction in the previous
analysis. Most of the differences between the two consistency
groups occurs in the false alarm response. Both consistency
groups have higher probabilities of false alarms than position
errors or misses, but the varied mapped trials have a much larger
difference than the consistently mapped trials.

Tracking Performance

A set of two analyses was undertaken to contrast overall RMS
error to momentary RMS error. Both analyses were four-way ANOVAs
(Consistency x Perceptual-loading or Rate-changing x Bias x Type
of RMS error Measure). In these analyses effects involving the
type of measure variable are particularly important since these
will isolate the effects of time-sharing relative to overall
tracking performance.

Both analyses found significant main effects for the type
variable (F (1, 39) = 104.0, R ( .0001 in the perceptual-load
analysis; E (1, 39) = 115.8, p ( .0001 in the rate-change
analysis). Both effects were results of higher error in the
momentary RMS error than in the overall RMS error (.005 higher in
the perceptual-load analysis; .009 higher in the rate-change
analysis). This result is consistent with the expectation that
the momentary RMS error isolates the periods of time when
time-sharing is essential from those when tracking can be

". concentrated on. Apparently, at least some competition for
resources occurs during the time-sharing period resulting in
inflated RMS error scores for those periods.

Both analyses also displayed significant bias and type of
measure interactions (E (1, 39) = 41.2, R ( .0001 for the

* perceptual-load analysis; E (1, 39) = 11.8, R ( .002 for the
rate-change analysis). The increase in mean RMS error due to the
momentary assessment technique is always less in the pro-tracking
trials. This can be interpreted as evidence that the pro-tracking
bias decreases the tendency to shift resources to the Sternberg
task during Sternberg task stimulus presentation.

In the rate-change analysis there were two more significant
interactions: Rate-changing x Type of Measure (E (1, 39) a 38.5,
p ( .0001), and Rate-changing x Bias x Type of Measures (E (1, 39)
= 11.8, R ( .002). At the heart of both of these interactions is
a tendency for the rate-change manipulation to reduce overall RMS
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error without affecting momentary RMS error. The Sternberg
stimulus has equivalent disrupting effects in both the standard
and the rate-changed conditions, but since there are fewer
Sternberg stimuli in the rate-changed condition, the overall
amount of disruption (and overall RMS error) is reduced. The
three-way interaction involvinq bias displays this same basic
tendency with the additional finding that the bias effect is
identical in both the standard and the rate-changed conditions for

*i the momentary RMS error measure while the overall RMS error
. measure shows a smaller bias effect in the rate-changed condition

than in the standard condition. For the pro-tracking trials, the
*overall RMS error is roughly the same for both Sternberg task
*.configurations (a difference of .001), but the rate-changed

condition enjoys a relatively substantial advantage during
pro-Sternberg trials (i.e., .011 less error). Again, this seems
to be the result of the fact that in the slow presentation
condition there are fewer Sternberg stimuli and, therefore, less
disruption over the course of the trial. But, this mechanism is
not important in the pro-tracking trials in which disruption
effects are minimal anyway.

Summary oL Performance e . The performance data
indicate that the independent variables produced the expected
differences in behavior. For example, there were decrements in
the level of performance as subjects were required to perform two
tasks simultaneously. The consistency variable substantially
influenced performance in the expected directions. Subjects were
faster and more accurate in the consistently mapped conditions.
The consistent mapping also led to more stability in both reaction
time and accuracy over the different classes of correct responses
and error types. The bonus manipulation was relatively
ineffective in the single-task conditions, but had a profound
effect in the dual-task conditions. Both the perceptual-loading
and rate-changing manipulations affected Sternberg performance, as
well.

Ratinu Analysis

The ratings data were analyzed in two ways. First, an
ANOVA-based analysis procedure similar to that used in evaluating
the performance effects was used. As in the previous analyses the
effects of perceptual-loading and rate-changing were studied
separately. To aid the interpretation of tht significant main
effects these analyses will be discussed in terms of their
magnitude of effect. Second, multiple regression was used to
investigate the relationship between individual global rating
scales and combinations of specific item scales.

TMa Effects on btnag. Thus far this review of results
has concentrated on E-tests of significance. Such analyses are
concerned solely with detecting whether or not a treatment effect
exists. In the present data there is an equally important
questions How greatly does the magnitude of different treatment
effects vary over dependent variables? In other words, an
estimate of the importance of the independent variables in

* .* ',**, .- ".. .*.. ........ .. .. .. ... ....-. ,*. .
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determining the levels of the dependent variables is needed. As
Myers (1979) has pointed out, "Neither the _ ratio nor its level
of significance provide this Ci.e., an estimate of effect
magnitude], since both these quantities are influenced by a and
error variance" (p. 84). As one possible solution, Myers suggests
the use of an estimate of the population absolute magnitude of
effect. To generate such an estimate, Myers recommends
subtracting the corresponding error mean squares from the mean
squares associated with a significant effect and dividing by the
number of subjects.

This approach was applied to the analysis of the ratings
data. Two four-way Number of Tasks x Consistency x Pay x
Perceptual-load or Rate-change ANOVAs were conducted on each of
the rating scales. The magnitude of effect was calculated for all
significant main effects. The results are displayed in Table 1.
For the sake of comparison, the magnitude of the main effects of
the reaction time analyses are included as well. For the rows
associated with the number of tasks, consistency, and pay
(single-task or dual-task) the data points represent mean
magnitude of effect over both the perceptual-load and rate-change

.S analyses. The data points in the perceptual-load and rate-change
rows are based on only one analysis each, of course. Separate
single-task and dual-task analyses were performed to provide the
data for the pay rows; all other rows are based on analyses with

.. both single-task and dual-task data included. A zero represents a
non-significant result.

There are a number of general trends displayed on the table
that are of interest. First, there is a very large difference in
the average magnitude of effect between the effects in the
reaction time measure and the subjective ratings effects. The
average reaction time effect being much the larger. This
indicates that the reaction time measure is much more sensitive
than the rating scales. Whether this is due to a paucity of
response categories or an impoverished phenomonal representation
of task performance demands is an open question.

Comparing the magnitude of effects for the different
independent variables on the rating scales, the most potent
variable tends to be number of tasks. This contrasts somewhat
with the RT data where the consistency variable has a greater
effect. This replicates previous findings that have demonstrated
the overwhelming effect of number of tasks in determining
subjective assessments (e.g., Wickens & Derrick, 1981; Wickens &

N Yeh, 1982).

Two independent variables are notable for their lack of
effect on subjective assessments: single-task pay and
rate-changing. In the case of single-task pay this lack of effect
on ratings is consistent with the lack of effect on Sternberg
performance. Only the single-task Sternberg data are listed in
the single-task pay row of Table 1. Some effects involving the
single-task tracking will be reviewed later in this paper.
However, the general inability of the rate-change manipulation to

. ~. % % m t. .* .
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influence ratings is inconsistent with the relatively large
magnitude of effect it had on Sternberg RT. Even more interesting
is the fact that two of the scales that show a significant effect
of rate-changing (i.e., Stress Level and Time Pressure) move in
the opposite direction from what would be expected (i.e., they are
rated easier in the condition with worse performance). These
findings are indicative of a dissociation between measures.
Further analyses involving this dissociation will be reviewed
later.

Looking over the effects associated with the individual
scales, differences in scale sensitivities can be detected.
Overall, the most responsive scale was Task Difficulty which
showed the largest magnitude of effect on three out of the four
independent variables it responded to. The most disappointing
scale is Time Pressure wh!=h responds to only three independent
variables, two of which represent dissociations from the
performance data.

There are three sets of interactions which bear mention.
First, there were six occurrences of a significant Number of Tasks
x Consistency interactions: four in the perceptual-load analysis
(Task Difficulty, E (1, 39) = 38.6, p ( .0001; Mental/Sensory
Effort, E (1, 39) = 5.6, p ( .05; Response Load, E (1, 39) = 8.9,
p ( .005; and Stress Level, F (1, 39) = 6.1, R < .03), and two in
the rate-change analysis (Task Difficulty, E (1, 39) * 8.8, p (
.01; and Mental/Sensory Effort, E (1, 39) = 5.2, R ..05). In
every instance the means associated with these interactions showed
a steeper rise in ratings moving from single-task to dual-task
with the consistently mapped Sternberg task than in the varied
mapped Sternberg task.

rThe effect of perceptual-loading on ratings interacted with
number of tasks on four scales (Task Difficulty, E (1, 39) = 4.1,
p_ ( .05; Performance, F (1, 39) = 4.8, p ( .05; Mental/Sensory
Effort, E (1, 39) = 5.3, p ( .05; and Response Load, E (1, 39) =
4.8, p < .05). Three of the Number of Tasks x Perceptual-loading
interactions (Task Difficulty, Mental/Sensory Effort, and Response
Load) reflected a larger increase in perceived workload as a
result of the perceptual-loading manipulation in the single-task
condition relative to the increase in the dual-task condition.
The Performance scale Number of Tasks x Perceptual-load
interaction was the result of subjects rating their dual-task
performance higher in the standard condition but lower in the
perceptually loaded condition.

The rate-change manipulation interacted with number of tasks
(Overall Workload, F (1, 39) - 5.7, R ( .02; and Time Pressure, E
(1, 39) 6.9, p < .02), consistency (Task Difficulty, E (1, 39) -
4.3, p < .05; and Mental/Sensory Effort, E (1, 39) a 6.4, p
.02), pay (Response Load, E (1, 39) = 4.4, R ( .05), and number of
tasks and consistency (Response Load, E (1, 39) a 7.8, p ( .01;
and Stress Level, E (1, 39) = 4.9, p (.05). Both number of tasks
and rate-change interactions resulted from a larger increase in
ratings going from single-task to dual-task in the rate-chanqed

:4
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(i.e., slower) task than in the standard task. For the Task
Difficulty scale changing from consistent to varied mapping
produced a larger increase in ratings in the standard condition
than in the rate-changed condition; while for the Mental/Sensory
effort scale the consistency and rate-change interaction reversed
and the larger increase was associated with the rate-changed
condition. The availability of a bonus lowered Response Load
ratings in the standard condition, but raised them in the
rate-changed condition. In both the Response Load and the Stress
Level ratings, the three-way Number of Tasks x Consistency x
Rate-change interactions reflected the fact that differences in
ratings between the consistent and varied mapped conditions were
uniformly small in the single- and dual-task rate-changed
conditions, and the dual-task standard condition (i.e., between
-0.2 units and 0.4 units), but were over 1 unit higher in the
varied mapped single-task standard condition than in the
corresponding consistent condition.

Predictinq Global Ratings. Table 2 shows the results of a
set of multiple regressions predicting individual global ratings
from combinations of specific rating scales. The same data set
containing 24 observations per subject used in calculating rating
intercorrelations was used in this analysis. A total of nine
multiple regressions were performed, three for each of the three
global scales: Within each set of three multiple regressions the
first equation is based on the overall data (i.e., including both
consistent and varied mapped Sternberg trials). The second
equation of each set was calculated using the data from only the
trials employing consistently mapped Sternbergs. The third
equation is based on the data from varied mapped Sternberg trials.

For both the Overall Workload scale and the Task Difficulty
scale, regardless of the data set used, only three of the five
specific scales were found to significantly contribute to
explaining the variance in the global scales. In all six cases
the same three scales were identified: Mental/Sensory Effort,
Response Load, and Stress Level. The six equations listed in
Table 2 using combinations of these three scales could account for
between 49 and 61 percent of the global scale variance.

All three of the equations involving the Performance Scale
value as the criterion variable found only two specific scales
which could contribute significantly to explaining global scule
variance. The two specific scales were Stress Level and
Incentive. But, even at best, these two scales explain only 4 to
5 percent of the performance scale variability.

Overall, these results seem to imply a close relationship
between the specific scales and the general experience of workload
or task difficulty. But, the specific scales apparently do not
tap the factors that influence the subjects' evaluations of their
performance.

.......... **~***** . ~,. ... ' .a
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Table 2

Results of Multiple Regression Analysis Predicting Global

Scale Value$ from Specific Scales

Criterion Scale and Data See Equation Multiple R

Overall Workload

Overall Y - 1.2 +. 0.37(hX-) + 0.29(RL) + O.19(SL) .75

Consistent Sot Y - 1.2 +. O.37(Mt) +. 0.32(RL) + O.16(SL) .78

Varied Set Y - 1.4 + O.37(ME) + 0.26 CRL) +. O.22(SL) .72

Task Dificlti

Overall T - -0.5 +. 0.330ME +. 0.37(RL) +- 0.3000L .74

Consistent Set T - -0.8 +. -.46(RL) + O.28(SL) + O.28(ME) .76

Varied Set Y - 0.3 + O.34(XE) +. 0.32(SL) +. 0.29(RL) .71

Performance

Overall Y - 8.3 - O.24(SL) + 0.16 (INC) .23

Consistent Set Y - 8.3 - O.22(SL) + O.19(flI4C) .23

Varied Set YI - 8.1 - 0.23(SL) + 0.12(INC) .20

Note. (ME) - Mental/Sensory Effort rating, (RL) - Response Load rating,

(SL) - Stress Level rating, (INC) -Incentive rating.



Dtssociation Analysis

In this final section of the results the re*atlo"Sh.p
between the subjects' subjective workloed asoesments and their
objective performance will be examined. The & score analysis
procedure developed by Wickens and Yeh i19621 will be employed.
First, both representative performance scores an global rating
scores will be transformed subject-by-sublect to X-scores. Then
the z-scores for performance and the 1-scores for ratinqs will be
entered into an ANOVA as two levels of an independent variable.
This variable will be referred to as "type of measure."
Interactions between type of measure and any other Independent

.variable(s) could indicate a dissociation between the measures in
their sensitivity to the other independent varialle(s). This
procedure was employed by Wickens and Yeh (1982) to demonstrate a
number of dissociations.

Z-score Analysis. For each subject, I-scores were
*calculated for the three global scales (i.e., Task Difficulty,

Overall Workload, and Performance) and two performance measures
(i.e, correct reaction time to target-present trials and momentary
RMS error). In generating the I-scores for the reaction time

*measure analyses, data from both single-task and dual-task trials
were included (except for the single-task tracking trials). The
I-scores for the momentary RMS error analyses utilized only
dual-task performance and rating data. In either case, each
subject's mean was subtracted from individual observation and the
difference divided by that subject's standard deviation of scores.
The logic of this analysis technique is that when the performance
and ratings measures are both converted to I-scores, the means and
standard deviations are made to be equal (i.e., 0 and 1
respectively). However, the z-score transformation technique does
not change the ordering of the different conditions within each
measure type. Therefore, an ANOVA performed on this data with one
set of ratings A-scores and one set of performance z-scores as two
levels of one independent variable, referred to as type of
measure, along with the variables associated with the experimental
manipulations should detect dissociations. Dissociations will
result in interactions involving the type of measure variable.

The reaction time z-score data were subjected to a set of
*. five-way (Number of Tasks x Consistency x Perceptual-loading or

Rate-changing x Pay x Type of Measure) ANOVAs. For both the
perceptual-loading and the rate-changing manipulations three
ANOVA9s were performed; one comparing each global scale to reaction
time performance. Three sets of interesting interactions
involving the type of measure variable were detected.

The Number of Tasks x Consistency x Type of Measure
interactions were significant in the Task Difficulty scale of both
the perceptual-load (E (1, 39) a 20.8, R ( .0001) and the
rate-change (E (1, 39) = 11.2, p ( .002) analyses. This
interaction was also significant in the Overall Workload scale of
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the perceptual-load analysis ( F (1, 39) = 5.0, R < .05). An
example of this interaction is displayed in Figure 2. In all
three cases the interaction seems to be primarily a result of
subjects' ratings of the dual-task with the consistently mapped
Sternberg indicating a much higher level of workload or difficulty
than would be expected from the reaction time to the Sternberg.
Basically, the presence of the tracking tends to wipe out
distinctions between the Sternberg configurations. Clearly, this
is a potentially important finding. Certainly, it is important in
applied settings in which one task in a multi-task environment is
of primary interest. However, the theoretical interpretation is
somewhat less straight-forward. The performance scores in these
interactions are based solely on Sternberg reaction time data.
Obviously, in the dual-task trials the tracking task performance
is relevant to the subject's experience. For the most part,
tracking performance was unaffected by the consistency of the
Sternberg task. Consequently, if the tracking data were plotted
on Figure 2, they would appear as a relatively horizonal line near
the center of the right panel. Since the tracking task is a
continuous task, as opposed to the Sternberg being discrete, the

*. subjects' subjective experience could be more influenced by the
tracking task. The ratings could possibly represent an accurate
averaging of the two tasks' difficulty with the tracking task
weighted more. Therefore, in a theoretical sense, there may be no
dissociation occurring. Nevertheless, in applied settings in
which one task's configuration is being manipulated in a
multi-task environment this mechanism could produce misleading
dissociations.

The second set of interactions involve the rate-change
manipulation. The means associated with these interactions are
displayed in Table 3. Rate-changing interacted with type of
measure on both the Task Difficulty (F (1, 39) = 7.0, p ( .05) and
the Overall Workload (F (1, 39) = 9.2, R < .01) scales. The
slower rate-changed Sternberg reduced ratings of Task Difficulty
and Overall Workload but increased reaction time.

The Task Difficulty and Overall Workload scales also showed
interactions between number of tasks, rate-changing, and type of
measure (E (1, 39) = 5.5, R ( .05; and F (1, 39) - 14.6, p (
.0005;respectively). The Task Difficulty interaction is displayed
in Figure 3. These interactions indicate that the locus of the
rate-change and type of measure interaction is in the single-task
condition. In the single-task condition the rate-changed
Sternberg receives lower Overall Workload and Task Difficulty
ratings, but also shows a slowing in reaction time. In the
dual-task case rate-changing has little effect on either ratings
or performance. These opposite trends are a very strong example
of dissociation.

The last set of interactions involve the pay variable. All
three scales in both manipulation analyses showed significant
Number of Tasks x Pay x Type of Measure three-way interactions.
(In the perceptual-load analysis: Task Difficulty, E (1, 39) -
37.4, p .0001; Overall Workload, E (1, 39) = 23.9, p ( .0001;

.4%
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Table 3

Mean Z-Score Data for Rate-Change x Type of Measure Interactions

Standard Condition Rate-Changed

Measure Type Mean Mean

Task Difficulty Rating -0.13 -0.17

Overall Workload Rating -0.07 -0.16

Reaction Time -0.23 -0.05
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Table 4

Number of Tasks x Pay x Type of Measure Interaction Data

Analysis and Single Task Dual Task

Measure Type No Bonus Bonus Pro-TR Pro-TR

PerceDtual-Load

Task Difficulty -0.51 -0.41 0.78 0.49
'a

Overall Workload -0.51 -0.33 0.71 0.44

Performance 0.14 0.19 -0.06 -0.38

- Reaction Time -0.38 -0.40 1.14 -0.26

Rate-Chan~e

Task Difficulty -0.79 -0.70 .0.52 0.37

Overall Workload -0.75 -0.60 0.53 0.35

Performance 0.10 0.20 0.18 -0.38

Reaction Time -0.48 -0.57 0.90 -0.41

a,;

,

! •
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Performance, F (1, 39) = 26.2, P < .0001. In the rate-change
analysis: Task Difficulty, E (1, 39) = 41.5, R < .0001; Overall
Workload, F (1, 39) = 23.0, p < .0001; Performance, F (1, 39) =
7.9, p < .05.) Table 4 displays the pertinent data for all 6

• .interactions. In the single-task conditions all of the scales
show a slight increase in the bonus-available condition, while the
reaction time shows a slight decrease. In the dual-task
conditions both ratings and reaction time were reduced in the
pro-Sternberg condition but the reaction time was reduced much
more sharply.

The dual-task ratings data and RMS error data were run

through a parallel set of six analyses. The only difference is
that these data, having no number of tasks variable, were analyzed
using a four-way ANOVA (i.e., Consistency x Pay x Type of Measure

* x Perceptual-loading or Rate-changing). There were six
' statistically significant results of interest.

Consistency and type of measure interacted in every analysis
except the perceptually-loaded Overall Workload scale analysis.
The means for the five interactions are reported in Table 5. In
the two interactions involving Task Difficulty (perceptual-load

C analysis, F (1, 39) = 5.7, R < .03; rate-change analysis, E (1,
39) = 15.5, R ( .003) and the one interaction involving Overall
Workload in the rate-change analysis (E (1, 39) = 5.4, p ( .03)
the interactions result from an increase in the ratings being

*i combined with no real change in the RMS error score. In the two
interactions involving the Performance scale (perceptual-load
analysis, F (1, 39) = 12.5, p < .001; rate-change analysis, E (1,
39) = 7.8, R < .01) there is a decrease in the ratings combined
with the negligable changes in the RMS error score. These results
are consistent with the expectation of increased dual-task
interference with the varied mapped Sternberg as opposed to the
consistently mapped Sternberg. However, there are no performance

*effects which correspond to these ratings effects.

A three-way interaction between rate-change, pay, and type
of measure from the rate-change analysis (F (1, 39) = 4.4, p (
.01) is displayed in Figure 4. Tracking performance shows
approximately the same drop in performance as a result of a
pro-Sternberg bias in both the standard and the rate-changed
(slow) conditions. However, in the standard condition the ratings
of task difficulty are reduced by the pro-Sternberg bias, while in
the rate-changed condition the ratings are unaffected by the bias
manipulation.

S Tracking Dissociation. Dissociations between
performance and subjective workload assessments as a result of a
pay manipulation is one prediction of the multiple resource model
(e.g., Wickens & Yeh, 1983). The logic behind this prediction is
as follows: One, the availability of a bonus will increase the
subject's motivation to perform well. Two, this increased
motivation will lead to an increased mobilization of resources in
general and increased allocation of resources to the specific
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Table 3

Consistency x Type of Measure Interaction Means from

Z-Score Analysis

Analysis and Consistent Mappinv Varied Mapping

Measure Type Trials Mean Trials Mean

Perceptual-Load Analysis

Task Difficulty -0.03 0.28

Performance Rating 0.17 -0.27

RMS Error 0.03 0.01

Rate-Change Analysis

Task Difficulty -0.43 0.02

Overall Workload -0.29 -0.02

Performance Rating 0.24 -0.09

LHIS Error -0.05 -0.04

*.4
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relevant task. Three, this increase in allocated resources will
improve the performance in any resource-limited task, while being
subjectively experienced as increased effort or workload. A very
pure test of this hypothesis is provided by the single-task
tracking data in which the only independent variable manipulation
was the availability of the bonus.

The untransformed data from the overall RMS error and the
eight rating scales were analysed via nine one-tailed t-tests.
Three of the t-tests were significant at the p < .05 level: Mean
overall RMS error was reduced from .099 to .094 (t (39) = 23.6, p

* ( .0001), mean Incentive rating increased from 10.2 to 11.7 (t
(39) = 3.2, R ( .003), and mean Task Difficulty rating increased
from 9.0 to 9.5 (t (39) = -1.7, R < .05) The increase in the
Incentive rating confirms the effectiveness of the pay variable.
The RMS error and the Task Difficulty ratings effects, displayed
in Figure 5, are in complete accordance with the predictions of
Wickens and Yeh (1983).

Discussion

The experimental results have important implications for the
human factors practitioners involved in workload assessment. A
number of dissociations were induced by the experimental
manipulations. The dissociations illuminate the differences
between the cognitive processing that generates subjective ratings
and the cognitive processing that generates performance. This
helps to outline limitations of the subjective assessment
technique. Three experimental manipulations were effective in
producing dissociations: consistency, rate-changing, and pay.

* Each of these will be discussed in turn.

Number p& Tasks x Consistency Dissociation

The most dramatic dissociation is probably the failure of
subjective assessments using the global scales to accurately
reflect the dual-task advantage associated with the consistently
mapped Sternberg configuration (refer to Figure 2). The
differences in subjective assessments across the consistent and
varied mapped Sternberg configurations on single-task trials agree
well with the performance changes, but in the dual-task trials
there is a marked performance advantage to the consistently mapped
Sternberg configuration that is not apparent from the subjective
workload assessments.

Apparently, the presence of the tracking task drove the
subjective workload assessments to such a degree that the
difference between the Sternberg configurations was diluted. This
does not necessarily imply that the assessments are unreliable
indicators of the subjectively experienced workload.
Experientially, the presence or absence of the tracking task could
be such a major contributor to the experience of workload that the
consistent versus varied mapped distinction is trivial, even
though the distinction between Sternberg configurations was
distinct in the single-task trials. However, the presence of the

-*U ,. o .. *.o. * .'.. .°*-* .'~ °°° - ,- .* .. . . .- .-.. ,-. ...-.-
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tracking task did not eliminate the performance advantage enjoyed
by the consistently mapped Sternberg configuration. This result
can be viewed as another case of the dominating effect of the
number of tasks to be performed has on subjective workload
ratings. Several previous researchers have obtained similar
results (e.g., Wickens & Derrick, 1981; Wickens & Yeh, 1982).

The implications of this finding to the applied
practitioners of workload assessment are obvious. First, a
multi-task environment may reduce the utility of subjective
workload assessments to detect the advantages or disadvantages
associated with reconfiguring one of the tasks. An applied
situation similar to the one investigated in this study would be
workload assessments collected in an aircraft cockpit. The basic
control of an aircraft in flight or a flight simulator might be
such a major contributor to the experiences and/or ratings of
workload (especially in novice pilots) that different side-task
configurations with very real differences in performance might be
rated approximately the same. This implies that subjective
assessments of such competing side-task configurations should, if
possible, be gathered in the single-task environment as well as
the multi-task and that small differences in the multi-task
situation may need to be weighted more than similar differences in
single-task configurations.

This evaluation might at first glance seem inconsistent with
the conclusions of Wickens and Derrick (1981) and Wickens and Yeh
(1982). These studies indicated that subjective workload
assessments were relatively insensitive to increasing single-task
difficulty. However, the ratings were insensitive relative to
their ability to reflect the increase in demands evoked by adding
a second task. The present findings indicate that when the issue
of interest is a change in a single-task's difficulty, the
efficiency of subjective ratings to detect that effect is degraded

* *when combined with simultaneous performance of another task.

The results of this study indicate that this is the case at
least when the change in single-task difficulty is induced by
different levels of automaticity. It is worth noting that the
dissociation was achieved with what could be considered a
relatively mild level of automaticity. Automaticity develops with
extended practice at detecting consistently mapped targets. In
the entire experiment there were less than 2,000 opportunities to
detect these targets. Much of the research in automaticity is
based on many more trials (e.g., Schneider & Fisk, 1982a, 1982b).
More extended training would be expected to increase the level of
automaticity and quite probably the probability or size of adissociation as well.

Rate-chan Dissociation

A second important dissociation concerns the impact of the
rate-change manipulation. Subjects rated the slower rate-changed
trials easier, but their reaction times were slowed. One possible
explanation would be differences in arousal between the two rate
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of presentation conditions. The slower trials could conceivably
have encouraged subjects to adopt a more relaxed attitude. This
lower level of arousal could slow reaction times and ease the
subjective experience of stress or workload. However, this
explanation would suggest a Pay x Rate-change x Type of Measure
interaction in the z-score dissociation analysis since a higher
arousal level should be maintained by the bonus availability even
on the slow rate-changed trials. There was no evidence of such an

* interaction present in the data.

Another. more plausible, explanation involves the
o* development of subjects' expectancies. The subjects were trained

most extensively in the standard Sternberg configuration in which
the stimulus presentation rate was twice as fast as in the
rate-changed condition. Consequently, the subjects developed a
timing strategy, or rhythm, that was inappropriate to the
rate-changed condition. As would be expected, this disruption of
subject's expectancies increased the mean reaction time to the
Sternberg stimuli. Inconsistent with this performance result is
the finding that the subjective assessments of workload were
reduced by the rate-change manipulation. Although the workload
ratings findings are inconsistent with the performance effects,
they are not surprising. The change in rate of the stimuli
presentations is phenomenally very salient, and the reduction in
speed of incoming stimuli is usually associated with lower
workload. Relative to this mechanism, the disruption of temporal
expectencies, as done in this experiment, could produce more
subtle experiential effects.

This result is reminiscent of the inferential contamination
mechanism suggested by Nisbett and Wilson's (1977) theory.
Basically, this would suggest that the subjects are very aware of
the rate of incoming stimuli and that lower rates are normally
associated with less work. This logical analysis of the situation
could override detection of the performance reducing effects of
the disrupted rhythm.

Dealing with this mechanism of dissociation in an applied
setting could be difficult since cataloging all the possible
"logical" analyses which could bias subjects' ratings would be a
prohibitively difficult undertaking. In some cases use of a
between-subject design could help.

&I Dissociation

A third dissociation occurred between the subjects' ratings
of performance and their actual reaction time performance when the
pay variable was manipulated. When there was a bonus available
which was contingent on their Sternberg performance, subjects
rated their performance lower but also had faster reaction times.
This indicates that some sort of criterion shift occurs; when the
bonus is available, subjects tend to become more critical of their
performance in the bonus-available condition.

* p%'* " % - . ,,--,* .. " o . .' . - . . .., . .. . - .. - .. ..... . ,,,.. . .. '- " . ... , .'..,.. '. ,.'.'. ' ..
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However, the data in Table 4 indicate that for the Sternberg
task, this effect seems to be isolated to the dual-task condition
where the pay manipulation changes the bias from one task to
another, but a bonus was always available. Subjects consistently
rated both the workload and their performance higher in the
pro-tracking condition. This, of course, caused interactions when
compared to the Sternberg task reaction time dependent variable.

Nevertheless, the motivation dissociation predicted by
Wickens and Yeh (1983) was found in the single-task tracking data.
The subjects rated their motivation during bonus-available trials
higher an the incentive scale and this was associated with both
improved performance and higher ratings of task difficulty. This
finding supports the theoretical conjecture that higher levels of
motivation increase the allocated resources which will improve
performance on any resource-limited task, but will be perceived by
subject3 as increasing difficulty. To an applied worker this
result indicates the need to maintain equivalent levels of
motivation over groups of subjects and task conditions.

The fact that there were no reliable interactions involving
the perceptual-loading manipulation is interesting. Given that
perceptual loading was effective at changing performance this lack
of dissociation might be related to the fact that manipulations
that affect the "early" stages of processing are better suited for
subjective assessments. This would be consistent with
extrapolations from the Ericsson and Simon (1980) view that verbal
reports are based primarily on activity in working memory.

Overall, the present study supports the previous findings
of dissociations contaminating the interpretation of subjective
workload assessments (e.g., Wickens & Derrick, 1981; Wickens &
Yeh, 1982). There is also a suggestion that a number of
underlying mechanisms may be at work. In the dissociation

"- involving the consistency manipulation the results suggest that in
a multi-task environment the changes in a single-task's difficulty
might be too subtle to be reflected in the ratings. The
dissociation resulting from the rate-change manipulation, on the
other hand, suggests that subject's ratings can, on occasion, be
contaminated by a "logical" analysis of task demands. Taken as a
whole, the previous and present results suggest that basing
evaluations of systems on subjective ratings alone could be risky.
On the other hand, one should not focus so strongly on the
dissociations as to lose sight of the fact that often the ratings
were in good agreement with the performance effects.

Global versus Specific Scales

The choice of scales is crucial in this type of subjective
workload asessment. An important consideration is to identify
what scales can most efficiently provide accurate data. The term
"accurate data" in this case refers to a scale which responds most
like the objective performance data. While the factors

*: contributing to the subjective experience of workload are
intrinsically interesting, the important thing for applied

.4
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practitioners is to realize how these workload assessments relate
to objective performance. One question raised by this issue is
whether the scales used should be global or specific. Global
scales usually attempt to answer the question that is most
important to the practitioner (i.e., "which task is the most

-difficult or has the highest workload?"). But, clearly there are
a multitude of environmental and organismic components to

4' workload, and it seems logical to ask the subjects to distinguish
between them. This led to the development of a multitude of
specific scales. Quite a few contemporary approaches depend on
the assumption that multiple scales are useful in isolating
different components of the workload exprience. Sheridan and
Simpson (1979) suggest that subjective workload is composed of
three basic components: time pressure, complexity, and stress.
Hauser, Childress, and Hart (1982) filtered through 15 scales
looking for the best set. Eggemeier et. al (1982) used SWAT, a
set of subjective ratings similar to Sheridan and Simpson's, in
their work.

The results of the regressions predicting global scale
ratings from combinations of specific scales were very
encouraging. The combination of the Mental/Sensory Effort,
Response Load, and Stress Level scales usually explained over half
of the variance in the Overall Workload and Task Difficulty
scales. This could be indicative of a relatively uniform concept
of workload which is based on phenomenally salient components.

* Two of these potential components, Mental/Sensory Effort and
Response Load, are consistent with what multiple resource theory
(Wickens, 1980) would predict to be crucial. These two scales may
measure resource competition within the two stages of processing
postulated by the multiple resource theory.

However, the results do favor a certain amount of-caution
before using combinations of specific scales to assess workload-.-
After all, the single most sensitive scale was Task Difficulty, a
global scale. Also, some of the effects of the specific scale
ratings were quite misleading. Most notable was the abysmal
performance of the Time Pressure scale. Time pressure responded
to only three of the independent manipulations and two of these

* effects were dissociations from the performance data. The
weakness of this scale is particularly worrisome given the

" prominant role similar scales have in some subjective workload
assessment methods (e.g., Sheridan & Simpson, 1979). The Response
Load scale also displayed some questionable tendencies when it
reacted to the consistency and perceptual-load manipulations;
neither of which was expected to influence respose load. In
general, the specific scales, especially Time Pressure, seemed
particularly susceptible to inferential contamination and/or other
biases.

There are at least two potential explanations for this: (1)
subjects are unable to accurately distinguish the levels of such
specific scales (i.e., the scales may represent a non-phenomenal
component of the workload experience), or (2) the method used to
collect these scale values is improper. Perhaps subjects could

*** * .. * .*. . . . , q 5 . S * . . . .
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make better use of these scales if there weren't so many to deal
with at the end of every trial. The Ericsson and Simon (1980)
model of verbal reports suggests that memory limitations are
potentially very damaging to retrospective report accuracy.
Another way to reduce memory load would be to use concurrent
reports. Rehmann, Stein, and Rosenberg (1983) used a multiple
button device to collect ratings during performance. They
concluded such a procedure increased rating sensitivity. This
would be consistent with Ericsson and Simon's (1980) evaluation of
concurrent versus retrospective reports. Rehmann et. al used a
global overall workload scale, but the same technique might be
helpful in specfic scale applications.

In any case, the use of multiple specific scales with the
conventional rating collection techniques appears to be a less
efficient procedure than the use of global scales. The Task
Difficulty scale was particularly promising.

-'" Conclusions

In the final analysis the present study is seen to support
the following conclusions of interest to the applied practitioner:

(1) The multi-task environment is capable of obscuring the
differences between levels of difficulty of a single-task
component, even when the differences are readily detectable in the
single-task environment.

(2) Subjective Workload ratings do not always accurately
reflect the performance advantage of automaticity, especially in
the multi-task environment.

(3) Objective task evaluations may contaminate the ratings
of workload. In situations where a logical analysis of the
different task conditions could lead subjects to expect effects
contrary to those that actually occur their ratings may reflect
their expectations. The rate-change manipulation may be one
example of this type of mechanism at work. Making use of
between-subject designs might reduce some of the potential for
this.

(4) Higher levels of motivation induce higher levels of

performance, but also raise assessments of perceived difficulty.
This indicates a need for maintaining equivalent levels of
motivation over groups of subjects and differing task conditions.

(5) Unless the need for a specific scale can be specified a
priori, the subjective analysis of workload is best served by
global scales. This statement is Justified by the confusing
behavior of the specific scales, particularly Time Pressure.

The implications of this study to an engineering psychology
researcher are less obvious but perhaps even more important.

*. . . . ..- * • , - .. .. . . .... - -",, . ,J. I.....,.. . ...
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First of all, the results support a processing
characteristic approach to studying workload dissociations. Tying
dissociations to processing phenomena (such as automaticity)
offers greater generality than a simple cateloging of task
effects.

Secondly, the results suggest that there is great need for
research on the methods for collecting subjective workload
ratings. If, as is generally believed, workload is
multidimensional then it seems likely that some role for specific
scales does exist. However, the present results indicate that the
simple conventional technique of collecting ratings is not
harnessing this potential.

Clearly, this is a field of research which is likely to
"- remain active for many years.

.
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